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Gabriel Ride Control Announces New Product Coverage
for over 6.5 Million Vehicles - Just in Time for Summer Travels
Farmington Hills, Mich. – Gabriel® (Ride Control, LLC), In anticipation of summer travels and
continued popularity of road trips, Gabriel - the inventor and global leader in automotive ride control
technology, announces new ride control products for more than six and a half million vehicles, ranging
from class 1 automobiles all the way up through Class 8 semi-trucks.
With new LTV® and Load Carrier™ coverage announced for over 1.2 million vehicles, Gabriel is sure to
have the ride control application you need to arrive safely at all of your summer destinations! Gabriel’s
LTV and Load Carrier shocks are designed specifically for severe duty use on light trucks and vans
making them ideal for towing a camper or boat this summer. Like all Gabriel shocks and struts, the LTV
and Load Carrier series are equipped with a chromed piston rod for increased corrosion protection and
enhanced sealing properties to provide longer life.
For those Last Mile Delivery fleets that have been driving extra miles doing more deliveries than usual,
Gabriel has you covered. Gabriel now offers coverage in front and rear shocks for newer GMC Savana
and Chevy Express vans and many of the newer E Series Vans & F Series Trucks, as well as extended
front ReadyMount® strut assembly coverage on the first-to-market Ram ProMaster 1500, 2500 and 3500
applications.
Every automotive product Gabriel designs is 100% Fit and Ride tested by Gabriel’s AnswerGarage®
Technicians to ensure proper fit and excellent real-world performance. Gabriel offers free support at the
Answer Garage Tech line (800-999-3903) for installation assistance or technical questions.
As your full solution ride control supplier, Gabriel is also pleased to announce new additions to their
industry-preferred FleetLine® Heavy Duty Shocks, with added commercial vehicle coverage for
International, Kenworth, Peterbilt, Ford, and Volvo suspension and cab shock applications.
Visit Gabriel, your full solution supplier, at Gabriel.com for more information on new product coverage.
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About Ride Control, LLC
Ride Control, LLC operates in both the aftermarket and original equipment manufacturer
(commercial, industrial and recreational vehicle) segments under the brand names Gabriel®
(U.S. and Canada) and GRC® (Mexico). The company offered the world’s first automotive shock
absorber, “The Snubber,” in 1907, and continues to be a leader in the design, engineering,
development and production of ride control technology in North America today.
Ride Control, LLC has approximately 1,500 employees in the U.S., Canada and Mexico. The
company maintains engineering, design, manufacturing, warehouse, sales and management
offices throughout North America including Farmington Hills, Michigan; Chickasha, Oklahoma;
and Queretaro, Mexico, with additional manufacturing joint ventures in China. For additional
information, please visit www.gabriel.com.

